
APTURA™ LT12 Self-Retracting Lanyard (SRL)  
Features & Benefits 

 
 

FEATURE BENEFIT 

A durable, engineered thermoplastic housing Decreases weight to increase user acceptance 

Rugged, impact-absorbing bumpers Increases durability 

A field-replaceable lifeline option. In the event that the webbing should become damaged, this 
option allows a user to replace the web lifeline in the field 
without sending the unit back to the manufacturer.  The 
APTURA LT12 SRL is the first SRL on the market to offer this 
feature.  This greatly reduces cost of ownership and 
customer down time. 

A Lightweight design starting at 2.4 pounds The very light weight increases user acceptance and can be 
easily attached to the back D-Ring of a harness to be used in 
a wide variety of applications 

Lifeline length options from 6’ to 12’ Allows the user to get the exact length they need for their 
specific application. 

A 400 pound working capacity Eliminates the need to custom order a product for a worker 
exceeding 310 pounds 

A constant lock-up rate Prevents the erratic, “jerky” lock-up (like a seat belt) found on 
some types of personal fall limiters, and increases user 
acceptance. 

No annual factory re-certification required The high-quality, engineered design not only reduces the 
cost of ownership, but it also eliminates down time. 

Integral load indicator Alerts the user that the unit has been involved in a fall and 
that the SRL must be removed from service 

Label Pack with cover label 

 

All labels are located in the same area to make it easier to 
find important user information.  The cover label protects the 
label pack from environmental damage, increasing product 
life. 

An innovative design offers a cool, sporty 
appearance 

Increases user acceptance of product 

Assemble-to-Order process Allows you to order exactly the options you want, and only 
the options you want 

SRL Connector Options Allows for the unit to be used in a wide variety of applications.  
It also allows the user to choose the type of connector they 
are most comfortable with,  increasing user acceptance 

Harness Connector  Options  Allows for the unit to be used in a wide variety of applications. 
It also allows the user to choose the type of connector they 
are most comfortable with,  increasing user acceptance 

Price Options Allows the SRL to be sold into virtually any market  

The APTURA LT12 Self-Retracting Lanyard The most versatile and unique SRL available today 
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